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ous violence, slf ham and suicide in prisons can be attributed at least in
part to the par¿llel growttr in the consumption of synthetic cannabinoids.s

Conclusion - Abolition of Mandatory Drug Testing?
The Manchester team concluded that:
...the rise in synthetic cannabinoid use in ostody a¡d the size of the
drug market are posing significant challenges to the management of offenders; including healtlca¡e, appropriate dmg debction techniques,
licence recall and sanctions forboth use and suppl¡r The primarymotivation for consumption in this setting is the avoidance of drug use detection and that this is likely to supersede otìer motívations for consumption in the futr:re. We propose a revision of mandatory drug tests (MDT)

has the potential to cause f¿r less harm to users and those around them.6

Of course, whether this would be politically acceptable remains a moot point. On the other hand, present systems
are conspicuously failing and it is time for more imaginative
solutions to be found.
The option of more sophisticated tests to find these NPS
does not seem to be a panacea. Early forensic warning systems indicate that the compounds in NPS are constantly
changing. Manufacturers are seen to simplyreplace banned
chemicals with other often stronger more dangerous substances. As the Manchester team point out:
. ..the latest update from the European Monitoring Centre for Dnrgs and
Dmg Addiction identifies 160 new strains of synthetic cannabinoids in Europe alone since the original Spice was banned in the UK in 2009.7 Thus it
is doubtful MDTs will keep pace with newly formed chemic¿l struchres.
The inveshnent in the development of MDTs capable of detecting synthetic ca¡rnabinoids is therefore a flawed and e:çensive strateg¡r

both in prisons and in the management of offenders in tlte community.

The team argues for the removal of MDT for cannabis detection on the basis that:
... it has the potential to significandy

lessen the demand for synthetic

cannabinoids as a replacement for other detectable substances and thus

Clearly, a durable solution to this growing problem needs

sigrrificantly diminish the market and associated harms. In doing so us
ers ofsynthetic cannabinoids mayinstead consume cannabis, a drug that

to be found.

5 Citing the Annual fuports of HM Chief Inspecto¡ of hisons lor Endmd ud lryales
2OIL20I4,2014"2015 úd 2015-2016; ibid, Charging þaltens of Mblan¿¿ fliilp anil smíc¿
resþuss A lh¿ñøt¡c ruíew bt HM Insþ¿clorcle of Ptiws (20I5)lMnistsy of Justice Statistics
Bulletin 23Aprii 2016, S¿.Ét! in CuÍod,! Stnlíd¡cs Etgland ønd Wales Deaths in hisØ Cuiod!
lo Mørch n16, AMulls ønd Self ÍIarm ¡o Deceflb¿r m15: md Rehabilitation for Addicted
Prisonere Tfust, Reseach æd Policy Briefings S€ries no.4-l¿¿å¿ing the Ise of Nru
hlch\aclioe SuMarces in hiws (2015).

[.To be followed by a further article on the impact of Spice
on defences raised at trial.l

6 See V Bmkoulias (2012) "Products containing slnthetic cmabinoids md psychosis",Audløl¡an and Neu Zealaild. Jwmol of ktch¡aÞt - 46(3)
7 Persþeclìtß Ø drugs. Itgøl aþþroaches to cØlrolling frw þqchoact¡u¿ sódcÍd¿s Europem
Drug Monitoring Cenbe for Drugs ud DrugAddiction (2016).

Confiscation: An Update (Part
Amount and Proportionality)
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- Beneflt, Realisable

By Polly Dyerl and Michael Hopmeied

Introduction
As the practitioner will be aware, at a confiscation hearing, the court will make a finding as to (1) the defenda¡rfs
benefit from criminal conduct (either general or particular) and (2) the realisable amount (row much money the
defendant can realise). Pursuant to s.6(5) ofthe Proceeds
of Crime Act 2002 ('POCA'), which was introduced by
Sch.4, para.19 of the Serious Crime Act 2015, after doing so
the court must also consider whether it would be disproportionate to require the defendant to pay the recoverable
amount. This article provides an update on recent developments in confiscation case law, and will address each of
these three stages in turn.
The calculation of benefit
I¡ McDowell & Singh) two appeals were linked together
because of cornmon features: (a) the defendants were sole
directors and shareholders of compa¡ries; þ) theywere convicted of offences of trading whilst they \¡/ere unregistered
1
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or unlicensed to do so; (c) the defendants claimed that üading generally was lawful - the criminal offences criminalised
a failure to register or obtain a licence rather than the activity
of trading per se; (d) it therefore followed, the defendants argued, that any benefit from "trading" was not a benefit from
criminal conduct; and (e) any beneflt from criminal conduct,
the defendants argued, should be limited to a benefit from
the discrete issue offailing to obtain a licence.
The Court of Appeal held that whether cases involving "regulatory offences" give rise to the availability of a confiscation order will depend upon an analysis of the statute which
creates the offence. The question for the court is therefore

whether the statute creates a prohibited acl If the offence
creates a prohibited activity, which is carried out by the defendant, he will have benefited from crime. Howeve¡ if the
offence does not prohibit arl activity, but merely regulates
the way in which the activity can be carried out, then the
defenda¡rt will not have benefited from crime by carrying
out the underlying activity.
McDowell had been convicted of an offence relating to international dealing in military equipment, namely being "knowingly concerned in the supply, delivery, transfer, acquisition or
disposal of conholled goods", contrary to the Trade in Goods
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(Control) Order 2003. That order allowed the Secretary of
State to grant a licence for such trading. The Order therefore

created a prohibited activity, which could, in certain circumstances be authorised. The underlying activity was therefore
unlar¡'/fr¡],

and receipts from that activity were McDowellls

proceeds ofcrime. Singh had been convicted ofcarrying on
a scrap metal business without having registered with the
relevant local authority (s.1(1) of the Scrap Metal Dealers Act
1964). There w¿Nì no activity prohibited by the relevant act.
It simply required Singh to register (free of charge) with his

local authority The Act therefore did not create a prohibited
activiþz Singh's profits from working as a scrap metal dealer
were therefore not the proceeds of crime, Accorclingly it appears that, generally, offences involving conduct that requires
prìor authorisation,,itll,be criminal per se, and a criminal benefit can be derived from carrying out the activiflr However, offences involving conduct which only requires p nor registration
will be "regulatory'' in nature and a criminal beneflt wiII not be
derived from carrying out the underlying activity
The court in Palmel held that a confiscation order could
be made in respect of an offence contrary to the Private
Security IndustryAct 2001. Section 3(1) of the Act criminalised the undertaking of licensable activitywithout alicence,
Such activity thus amounted to criminal conduct within the
meaning of s.340(2) of POCA and a con-fiscation order could
be made in respect of the benefit.
In the UK VAT is chargeable on the supply by registered
traders ofgoods and services ("ouþuts). Aregistered trader who has spent money on buying goods in the course of his
business is entitledto reclaim the VATelement as an'tnput".
A "missing trader'' or "carousel" illegally manipulates the
rules relating to trading with other Ðuropean Union member states in order to reclaim "inpuf'VAT faudulentþ It involves: (1) a fictitious or unidentilìed importer (or "missing
trader'); (2) a series of intermediate traders (buffers') who
pass the goods along the chain; (3) a final UK purchaser and
erBortc¡ who docs not chargc VA| but who rcclaims Vr\I
InChøhoÏ tJ:'e defendants ra¡r buffer companies, which made
little profit, but seemed to exist principally to obscure the
"missing tradel'. The defendants were found to have benefited ú:om crime in the sum of the total input tax reclaimed.
On a¡peal it was argrred that those who acted as 'buffers"
did not benef,t from crime because their role was to pass the
frmds on to others involved in the criminality It was argued
that the true beneficiary from crime was the final UK purchaser. The C<lurt of Appeai heìd thal sirnply because a pzrly
ity because he elected to pass the funds on to the next stage
of the fraud does not mean that the buffer did not'tenefif'
from crime. The court is not concerned with profit made by a
defendant. Normal accounting practice relates to lawful traders conducting lawful business, where transactions a¡e not a
sham or designed to obscure criminality Each payment to or
receipt of a credit by a buffer therefore falls to be considered
as part of 'tenefit". The defendants made huge sums of money tluough the reclaiming of rnoney û'om HMRC - it was
enfüely proper [o l¡eat lhe reclairletl iupul. lax as belclìL
Boyle Transþorf addressed 'þiercing the corporate veil", a
common issue for the appellate courts. The Court of Appeal
held that where an issue of lifting the corporate veil was
raised in criminal confiscation cases, Crown Courts needed
to take into account the general propositions which were
applicable to such cases:
(1) the test rtras not simply one of justice, which would be

1 [2016] E\VCACfim 1049
2 f20151 EIVCA C¡im 816.
3 [20161 EWCACTim 19.
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vague, unprincipled and give rise to uncertainty and incon-

sistency in decision-making;
(2) in assessing the reality of the matter, the Crown Court
could not depart from the established principles which related to the separate legal status of a limited company;
(3) the confiscation process under POCA was not aimed at
punishment and the punishment addressed by the senlence
should not be topped up by the confiscation process;
(4) the principles relating to the doctrine of lifting the corporate veil in the conf.scation context were the same as in
the civil courts - POCA contained no provision sanctioning
a departure from the ordinary principles of company law;
(5) regarcl should be hatl to the nahlre and extent of the
criminality involved;
(6) where a company involved in relevant wrongdoing was
solely owned and controlled by the defendant, it did not necessitate a conclusion, in a confiscation case, that it was an
alter ego company, whose turnover and assets were to be
equated with being property of the defendant himsef
(7) all such decisìons had to be geared to the facts and circumstances of the case (t88-971, t1061, [108], Ulzl,1126l,
[131]). In such cases regard should be had to the situations set out\n Seøgel as to when the corporate veil may
be pierced (the concealment and evasion principle). In the
later case of Powell a¡td,Westwoodilwas held thatthe Crown
had failed to establish the necessary conditions for personal
Iiabilit)¿s

In Mehtnef the Court of Appeal was asked to flnd that the
appellant was a mere custodia¡r of monies, rather than a
beneflciary. The appellant had admitted being involved in
a conspiracy whereby he would enter banks and obtain
monies fraudulently [Ie would hand over cash for a modest
payment, said to be f200. The court did not accede to the
argument that the appellant should be treated as a mere
custodian. There was a distinction to be made between a
courier or custodian of stolen property who sought to exercisc no rights in rclation to thc propcrt¡ and a pcrson who
obtained the property from another and thereby assumed
the rights of the owner. By his actions, the appellant had
usurped the rights of the true orilners of the monies. Couriers, by contrast, holcl property with the permission ancl under the directjon of the person who transferrerl it to them.
In lV[uddassata where the criminal lifestyle provisions applied, the Court of Appeal reiterated that it was open to the
judge at the conîscation proceedings in determining the
benefit figure, io draw robus[ iurcl legitirnaie il{ercnces
û'om the evidence he received, in a case where defend
declined to give evidence.

The calcul,ation of the realisable amount
Bello, Aileniran & Bellos re-emphasised that when determin-

ing the beneficial interest a defendant holds in a property, a
key issue will be to determine the "mutual intention" of the
parties. In this case, the value of two properties which were
registered in the names of two of the defendants' children
were taken into account when determining the available
amount. On thc facts Mr Bcllo had located the properties,
he had bid on them at auction, and he (generally) managed
the properties. Rents were paid into accounts under the
control of Mr and Mrs Bello. l.unds were not remitted to
the children; er Mr Bello himself used them to pay the
mortgages on the properties. 'lhe judge could not be said to
have fallen into error in concluding as he did.
4
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Tainted gifts
In l¿haif the appellant sought to argue that a deposit of
stolen monies into her husband's ba¡rk account was not

a tainted gift pursuant to s.77(5) (a) of POCA because the
tra¡rsfer occurred on the date on which the offence was
committed. The cowt (unsurprisingly) held that a literal
interpretation of s.77 (5) (a) would lead to:

...absurdity or gross anomaly. [...] It could not have been intended that
criminals have a day's grace to dispose of their asseß or to require eíther tlte prosecution, the enforcement agencies or ttre court to devise a
scheme, outside the Ac! to catch relevant assets. ..We have no hesitation
in endorsing the argument that there must be a purposive consfuction
ofthe provision and in doing so, the subsection must read as though the
dabe upon which an offence is committed must refer to the acfual time of
commission and afterwhich any tainted giftwill fall for the consideration
in tle courfs powers of confiscation.

lnUsorotl itwas held thatchild maintenance payments made

bythe defendantwere nottainted gifts within

s.78 of POCA
In lohnsonll the court provided guidance on the approach
which a judge shotild t¿ke where the Crown sought to recover the value of a tainted gift which appeared to be worthless
at the date of the making of the confiscation order. It was
held that the judge should carefully consider three matters:
the robushress of the evidence of the value of the tainted gift,
the proportionality of making an order in the sum sought
and whether the term of imprisonment to be imposed in default should be reduced. Although there was an obligation
to impose a term of imprisonment in default when making
a confiscation order, where the court was satisfled that enforcement was impossible, it could make a substa¡rtial reduction in the term imposed in default. That would inevitably be
a wholly exceptional course, as the court would usually have
limited confidence that an asset which had been apparently
given away could not be recovered by the offender or that he
could not satis{y the order by other means.

Section

1

0A -"Interested parties"

The Court of Appeal has also provided further clarification
in relation to the (relativeþ new s.104 in POCA An individual is not entitled to make representations to the court

under s.104 of POCA as an "interested parff'if the defendant has no interest in the property concerned i.e. if the individual is a recipient of a tainted gift. Of course the individual
can still give evidence on behaH ofthe defendant, but will

not be an interested pa¡ty in his/her own right: Høyes.tz
More recently tn Tayloè3 Manchester Crown Court, sym-

pathising with the difficulties faced by the wife in her s.104
application, reiterated that:
"at the end of the day...cases in which the joint legal omers are to haye
intended that their beneficial interests should be different from thei¡ legal interests will be very unuual".

Proportionali$
"Proportionality''played a key role in the Supreme Courfs
determination in the case of Høraeyt'r. The Supreme Court
considered whether, in assessing the amount of the benefit obtained by a company for the purpose of a confiscation order, any VAT accounted for a¡rdlor paid for to HMRC
should be subtracted from the turnover figure prior to any
final calculation of the beneflt.ts
The Supreme Court held that as a matter of ordinary principles of statutory construction, the VAT paid or accounted

16 [1997] 2 Cr-ApÞ.R (S) 110
17 [2008] UKHL28
18 In Sfltr, and Ouman Ad,
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10 [2015] E\{CACrim 1958
11 [2016Ì EWCACTim 10.
12 2016 WL010859s8.
13 Unreported 9 Februuy2017
14 [2015] UKSC73.
15 For the facts, see the authore'
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for to HMRC was not to be deducted as this was incompatible with the plain language of s.76(4): a person obtains
money or property if he assumes the right of owner over it
and, following cases such as Banksri ard May17 itwas a core
feature of confiscation proceedings that the gross proceeds
of crime were considered as opposed to ttre net profit. In
this instance, the company had been the legal owner of the
money in its bank account. The argument for deduction
failed to focus on the moment when the moneys vyere paid
into the account, but depended on later payments out ofthe
account (see [13], t301, [94-102]).
However, by a three-two majority (Iords Hughes and Toulson dissenting), the court allowed the appeal on the basis
that including the VAT which had been accounted for ar;rd/
or paid for to HMRC would be disproportionate. Following
Waya, tvhere lhe proceeds of crime were returned to the loser, it would be disproportionate to treat such proceeds as part
of the benefit obtained by the defendant as it would amount
to a flnancial penalty, which should not be imposed through
the application of POCA Given that VAT was effectively collected by a taxpayer, the instant situation was quite similar to
that of property restored to the victim, and the policy behind
the principle was in part that a defendant who made good a
Iiability to pay should not be worse off than one who did nol
The majority distinguished VAT from income and corporation tax in four ways (see [2529]). Of particular relevarìce
was the fact that income tax a¡rd corporation tax are computed on a taxpayer's overall, or aggregate, net income, and
therefore cannot be allocated to a particular transaction or
the obtaining of particular propert]¿ By contrast, a VAT liability arises on each taxable supply, and therefore can be
directly and precisely related to the obtaining of the property in question under POCA In a case where the VAT on a
particular transaction has been paid, or even accoturted for,
to HMRC, the government would enjoy double recovery
through VAT and POCAl8
lVhilst only applicable to cases where VAThas been accounted for and/or paid to HMRC, the job of a Crown Court judge
certainly has not become any easier as a result of Haruey.It
has also left open the position regarding VATfor which a defendant is liable but for which he has not accounted. There
may well be a possibility of utilising some of the findings
in Haruey to argue for a deduction in such circumstances,
particularly those relating to how VAT can be distinguished
from corporation a¡rd income tax (see í27-281). The case of
Haruey folTowrrg close on the heels of Ahmails does allude
to the fact that whilst POCA remains as draconian as ever,
arguably even more so given the changes introduced by
the Serious Crime Act, which include the reduction on time
to pay a¡rd the increase in default sentences, the Supreme
Court is concerned to ensure that confiscation orders are
proportionate and do not result in double recover]¿
However, it should be remembered, as the Court of Appeal observed obiter n Alston & Alston2o that findings that
a con-flscation order would be disproportionate are limited
to "exceptional cases".
The 'þroportionality'' argument was used effectively, however, in McCool & Harkinzt where at first instance both defendants'benefit from criminal conduct was held to include
the entirety of social secwity payments received after making false representations. The Court of Appeal in Northern

rticle in
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û !úuúy 2016 ât Southwk Crom Couf t, Mr Reco¡der
Mitchel QC rejected the submission tlEt income td md national insumce paid should be
deducted Aom the recowrable sum on the bæis ofdouble recorery
19 [20141 UKSC a6
20 [2015] EWCA Cfin 936
21 [2015] NICA31
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keland held that this did not reflect the proportionality approach requiredby Wayø. Both defenda¡rts would have been
cntitlcd to a lcsser amount byway of social securitypayments
in any event, and so the benefit from c¡íminal condrrct should
be limited to the difference between the legitimate amount
that would have been payable, a¡rd the illegitimate amount
in fact obtained. The authors would suggest that it is doubtf,f that
ed differently

this
the
Theissueo
priorto

Waya.

econ-fiscated

was also considered in Dewarf2 where the appellant was
convicted of fitting a group of lorries with devices for evading the tacograph recording equípment, so enabling drivers to work for longer periods than those permitted by law.
The appellant contended that the benefit should have been
limited to the net profit made from the work undertaken
illegally and it was disproportionate to hold otherwise. Referencing the decision of King! the Court held that a court
in making a decision will need to consider the distinction
bebween legitimate business ac
es whích are tainted by
associated illegalities and cases where the entire undertaking is unlawful. A finding of the latter militates in favour of
making an order that is directed at the gross takings of the
busincss. In this casc thc busincss had been manipulated to
work in an entirely unlawful way It was thereJore proportionate to make a confiscation order in relation to the gross
proflt figure. A similar argument was advanced, unsuccess-

füly,tn

Holbrook.2a

The Court of Appeal also considered proportionality when
giving guidance on making both a con-fiscation and compensation order in Daoenþort.2s In Balqifß a judge included the
elfüely r,r[ thc value of a property il the appeilant's benefit
ûgure, despite that property being subject to an outstanding mortgage. The court re-emphasised that following the
now well-established principles n Wa.1ø,to comply with the
requirements of proportion
mortgage
should not form part ofthe
ndant has
not "oblained" that part ofthe property
ln KakhaF the appellant had been convicted of conspiracy to
supplyclass Aand B drugs. Itwas arguedthatitwas dísproportionate to make a confiscation order because his benefit
had been irlly extinguished when the police seized the drugs.
t20151 NrcA35.
[2014] EWCA Crin 621
[2015] DWCA 1908 (Cdm).

Ð\l'Clt C¡in 173i. The cæc
Crim 1?26
[201sì E\4¡CA Crim 385
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The argument was rejected

- unsurprisingly, in the light of
the previous decisions n Smith'zs and Islamzs. In such a case
the court ie concerned with the value of the property to the
offender whe¡ he obtained iL Different policy considerations
arise where the offender restores propertyto the owner, Furthermore, the court reiterated that proportionality should be
considered in the context ofthe flnal order and the legislation
as a whole. The rralue of seized drugs will not form part of his
'tee properff', from which the amount to be paid is calculaled,, Kakkad was applied 'tn Brooks,so The court also reiterated. n Brooks that in relation to hidden assets tlre court has
an obligation to come to a just and proportionate view based
on the whole of the evidence [41] (see also Kellfl).
Smith was also followed 'tn Doran & Grøytz where the Uourt
of Appeal emphasised that if a defenda¡rt derived a pecuniaryadvantage in consequence ofthe evasion ofa debt, even
ceived that pecuniary advantage and, provided there was no
risk of double recovery by HMRC, a confiscation order in the
amount ofthe pe aryadvantage obtained is proportionate.
More recently, n Neuber{3 it was held not to be disproportionate for a court to make a confiscation order where an
offender had obtained a beneflt through carrying on a business under a prohibited name (she had pleaded guilty to
trading under a prohibited name conkary to s.216 of the
Insolvency Act 1986), and to determine that the benefit obtained through carrying on that business under the prohibited name concerned was the turnover (reliance had been
placed on McDowell & Singh (see above), which the court
held had no connection to Waya).

Conch¡sion
The number ofconfiscation cases taken to appeal continues
apace. Butthe appellate courts have been keen to emphasise
that it is only an exceptional case, likely involving double
counting, whcrc it will bc disproportionotc to trcot thc frrll

proceeds of the criminal activity as subject to confiscation"

[In Part 2 the authors will be examining other recent issues
including "consent orders", procedure a¡rd en-forcement. l
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Unconscious Sex
By J.R. Spencer
At a recent

conferencer Paul Jarvis gave an interesting
paper about some issues of consent which ss.74-76 ofthe
Sexual Offences Act 2003, for all their complexity, leave
awkwardly obscure. One of these is whether a person can
validly consent in advance to serual acts carríed out upon
them when they are unconscious.
1

The first ia a series intended to promote disfrssion on crininal justice issues between

academics and practitioners; see

aimi¡allaw/assizeseminr-20
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Theissue came before the Supreme Courtof CanadantA, A
woman complained to the police that her partrrer had choked
her insensible, a¡rd while she was in that state, penefated her
anus with a dildo. On the basis of this complaint the partner
was, understandably, prosecuted for sexual assault. Then hav-

ing tried unsuccessfully to have the prosecution stopped, she
changed her story and told the court that she and her partner had been e><perimenting with "erotic strangulation" and

2

[2011] 2SCR440.
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